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C

ould your local ramble, hack or cycle route
be lost forever in the next 5 years? It’s
possible if it isn’t recorded properly that it
could be lost after the 1st January 2026.
There are an estimated 140,000 miles of
rights of way in England and Wales with
roughly 10% of these under recorded with
lower rights and around 10,000 miles of
routes missing completely. Routes must be
correctly recorded on the definitive map by
2026, this means that we need to check that
the routes we use and love are not only
recorded but recorded as the right status.
Many routes are under recorded as footpaths
when there is historic evidence for higher
rights.The Definitive Map came about
because of The National Parks and Access to
the Countryside Act 1949. This Act meant
that local authorities were required to keep
an official record of their Public Rights of
Way, which created the definitive map and
statement.These maps were drawn up by a
range of people from parish councils to
Scout groups, the people drawing them had
no training so many maps are still inaccurate
to this day and require a legal order to
amend them. Another issue is that
landowners were often sat on parish
councils, this meant that they made sure
that routes across their land weren’t
included on the definitive maps and
statements.This is why there are still
anomalies today, for example dead end
routes to parish boundaries where each
parish had different opinions of the route
when drawing up the maps. It also explains
where routes change status randomly, more
often than not again at parish boundaries.
Check out a full history of the definitive map
on the Ramblers website
We can all get involved today to protect our
much loved routes, the first step is to check
if they’re on the map at all and, if they are,
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that they are the right status.We do this by
checking an OS map, checking that the
route is shown as a Footpath, Bridleway,
Restricted Byway or Byway Open To All
Traffic.
If your route is shown as the correct status
then you can rest easy that it should be
safe after 2026, if it’s not shown at all or
not as the right status (or you want to be
absolutely sure about the route that you
did find recorded) then you will need to
compare the OS map to the definitive map
for the parish.The definitive map and
statement for each parish is held by the
Local Highway Authority (usually County
Council) these maps are either scanned
copies or an online version of these maps.
This is the legal record of routes so will
show its legal status and its legal
alignment.These maps can look very
different to modern OS maps as the
working copy of definitive maps has either
been digitised by the Local Authority on
their GIS mapping or is still the original
map from the mid 1900’s.
If the route is missing or not shown as the
right status then a legal order is required
to amend the map and statement called a
Definitive Map Modification Order. There
are two means of DMMOs. These are either
a historic claim or a user evidence claim,
the historic claims are the important ones
for the 2026 cut off date.
The Countryside and Rights of Way Act
2000 introduced the 1st January 2026 as a
cut off date for adding all historic routes
to the definitive map. Routes that existed
pre 1949, which are not recorded correctly
on the definitive map, will be extinguished
in just over 5 years from today.Check out
this weekends blogs about how you can get
involved by submitting a DMMO to protect
your unrecorded/under recorded routes.

HISTORIS EVIDNECE CLAIMS
80% of the available time has
already passed to record historic
routes which are missing or under
recorded on the definitive map.
Routes that are not correctly
recorded by the 1st January 2026
will be extinguished forever.To
protect these routes we must submit
Definitive Map Modification Orders
to the Local Authorities to legally
record these routes.Once you have
identified a route that is missing
from the definitive map, or should
have higher rights than are
recorded, then it’s time to start
doing some research.
There are several organisations
working hard to submit DMMOs with
many volunteers dedicating their
time to protecting these vulnerable
routes. If you have identified a route
and want some guidance or training
on how to submit a DMMO or want
an organisation to look into it for
you then you can head over to their
websites via the following
organisations: The Ramblers, The
British Horse Society, and The Open
Spaces Society.Anyone can submit a
historic evidence claim to add or
upgrade a route on the definitive
map. Many maps are available online
via the National Library of Scotland
which means it can be a desktop
exercise to put an application
together. This is something that
could fill the darker evenings and
the winter months.To find extensive
evidence to make up a very strong
DMMO application you might need
to do some deeper digging which
includes finding evidence from local
and national archives. At your local
records office you will find: County
maps* and other pre-Ordnance
Survey maps, Ordnance Survey maps,
Turnpike, Inclosure, Tithe records,
Parish, Estate maps, River and or
drainage, Railway Plans, Railway
Book of Reference, Ordnance Survey
Area Book (may only be at the
British Library), Highway Board
minutes and other records, Highway
maps, Main Road records, Quarter
Sessions, Sales Documents,

Handover Maps (transition of
highway maintenance to county
councils) and Landowner supplied
information. At the National archives
you will find: Ordnance Survey
Boundary Records, Ordnance Survey
Object Name Book, Tithe records,
Inland Revenue (1910 Finance Act
records), Stopping Up Orders and
Ministry of Farming.
The best place to start is to buy
yourself a copy of the Restoring the
Record book which gives a step by
step guide of what each map means
and how to evaluate each piece of
evidence.Once you’ve found your
route on several of these maps they
will need to be put into
chronological order which will give a
story of how the route came into
being and a history of how it has
been used.The application is a
statutory process with specific forms
which must be completed in order
for the application to be considered
duly made and valid. The majority of
Local Authorities provide a DMMO
application pack with pre populated
forms for an applicant to fill in.
Once the authority has checked that
the application complies with the
requirements of Schedule 14, it
should be added to the register of
applications. The authority should
then investigate and determine
whether or not to make an order.
The important factor at the moment
is to get routes registered before
2026 to ensure they are not
extinguished. Most Local Authorities
have a huge backlog of applications
so can take in excess of 20 years to
determine applications.There’s
plenty of guidance and support out
there so there’s no excuse for each
of us to check our local routes and
make sure we protect them for
future generations.

THE BEST WAY TO
ENJOY THE LAKES
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U S E R
E V I D E N C E
C L A I M S
GUIDE TO MAKING USER
EVIDENCE DEFINITIVE MAP
MODIFICATION ORDERS

H

istoric evidence is not the only way to make a
DMMO application to claim a route that isn’t
recorded on the definitive map. The 2026 cut off
date does not apply to user evidence claims, they
can still be submitted beyond the 1st January
2026 unlike historic claims.
User evidence is evidence presented either in
written form or recorded from oral statements
from people who have used a route for 20 years
or more.The 20 year period must be 20 years
predating any challenge of use for example a ‘no
public right of way’ sign, a locked gate or a
landowner declaration under Section 31(6) of the
Highways Act 1980. Each person who has used the
route doesn’t need to have done so continuously
for the 20 year period but several statements of
use must overlap within this period.The status of
the application route depends on who has been
using the route. For example if only pedestrians
have been using it then a footpath is claimed, if
horse riders, cyclists and pedestrians have used it
then bridleway is claimed, if carriage drivers, non
motorised vehicles and lower users then a
restricted byways and finally is motorised
vehicles and all other users have been using it
then a byway open to all traffic is claimed.The
first place to start is to find as many users as
possible that have used the route for the required
time period. This may be simple if you live in the
area and know others who have used the route
but if not, you may need to do some digging to
find others. You should ask eye witnesses if they
can suggest any other users, parish councils may
know of elderly users or users that may have
moved away from the area, local business people
may know of users, for example local livery yards
may know of horse riders that have used the
route or a local ramblers group may know of
walkers. If you need more users then a notice in

your village newspaper or on a local notice
board may bring more users to you.
The route may have been used nec vi, nec clam,
nec precario, which means ‘without force,
without secrecy, without permission’. The
applicants evidence must be good and truthful,
as memories may vary over time. The
applicants must be willing to stand up in court
if the application were to go to public enquiry.
This can be vital to the success of an order and
lack of witnesses at an Inquiry immediately
reduces the strength of the evidence.The
process for submitting a user evidence DMMO
is straight forward requiring the statement of
use and a signed map. Highway authorities
usually prefer evidence to be submitted on
their own Evidence Forms as this makes it
easier to compare and assess. Witness
statements from elderly members of the
community who saw people using the route are
also pertinent.
So it’s time to get together and make sure the
routes we are using regularly are safeguarded
for the future generations to use them.
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"I GO TO NATURE TO BE
SOOTHED AND HEALED,
AND TO HAVE MY
SENSES PUT IN ORDER."
John Burroughs

We all need space outside to enjoy and find our inner
peace, lets work together to protect these wild
spaces.
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